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VIA EMAIL
Peter Van Scoyoc, Supervisor and Councilman
(PVanScoyoc@Ehamptonny.Gov)
Sylvia Overby, Deputy Supervisor and Councilwoman
(SOverby@Ehamptonny.Gov)
Jeffrey L. Bragman, Councilman
(JBragman@Ehamptonny.Gov)
Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Councilman
(KBurke-Gonzalez@Ehamptonny.Gov)
David Lys, Councilman
(DLys@Ehamptonny.Gov)
Town of East Hampton Board
159 Pantigo Road
East Hampton, NY 11937
Re:

South Fork Wind Farm:
Easement Agreement and Host Community Agreement

Dear Members of the Town of East Hampton Board:
My firm represents Citizens for the Preservation of Wainscott, Inc. (“CPW”),
a local community organization devoted to preserving the natural beauty and bucolic
character of Wainscott (http://wainscott.org).
As you know, we have previously written on several occasions raising
concerns related to the proposed South Fork Wind Farm (the “Wind Farm”) which Ørsted
A/G (“Ørsted”) and Eversource Energy propose to construct some 35 miles out to sea east of
Montauk Point. Our previous letters (all unfortunately unanswered) have raised serious
issues about a 138,000-volt electric transmission cable (the “High-Voltage Cable”) that
Ørsted wishes to run from the yet-to-be-built Wind Farm, making land at Wainscott Beach,
and then running through the Town, in order to interconnect into the LIPA electric
transmission system. Virtually all of the land-based part of the High-Voltage Cable will be
located in Wainscott, and will be constructed, over a period of up to two and half years, in
and run primarily through quiet residential neighborhoods. In order to run and maintain its
High-Voltage Cable through the roads of Wainscott once regulatory approvals have been
secured, Ørsted would need an easement from the Town (the “Easement”).
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By press release issued December 14, 2020, Supervisor Van Scoyoc
announced that an Easement Agreement and a Host Community Agreement (collectively, the
“Agreements”) have been negotiated between the Town of East Hampton (the “Town”) and
South Fork Wind, LLC (known as Deepwater Wind South Fork, LLC until its acquisition by
the Danish company Ørsted).1 The press release stated that the Agreements will be the
subject of a public meeting of the East Hampton Town Board (the “Board”) on January 12,
2021, and that “[p]ublic comments will be accepted.”
This letter constitutes CPW’s comments on the proposed Agreements, which
we request be made part of the public record of the January 12, 2021 Board meeting.
SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
As set forth below, the Agreements:
(1)
are heavily weighted in Ørsted’s favor, Ørsted’s commitments are
either non-existent or (when they do exist) are too soft;
(2)
contain insufficient rigor of protection for Town residents for a major,
$1.6+ billion infrastructure project;
(3)
put Ørsted on track to waive multiple building and fire safety code
requirements;
(4)
lack sufficient remedies to ensure proper performance and protection
of the Town’s citizens;
(5)
would have benefitted from the Town being advised by independent
experts, including electrical engineers, environmental engineers, construction and
safety experts or civil engineers; and
(6)
reflect that the Town is very anxious to make a deal with Ørsted –
which is inexplicable because necessary state and federal regulatory approvals are
still pending and significantly delayed (not due to the lack of the Easement).
Moreover, the Town’s desire to enter into the Easement Agreement at this
time, and the grant of the Easement while regulatory approval is pending, raises serious
contractual, legal, and governance issues.

1

Since Ørsted came on the scene, the project’s owner and developer, and the party
negotiating with the Town, has been widely referred to and known as “Ørsted,” and we do
likewise in this letter.
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BACKGROUND
Ørsted’s Proposed High-Voltage Cable Project
On September 14, 2018, Ørsted filed an Application with the New York
Public Service Commission (“PSC”) to obtain a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility
and Public Need (an “Article VII Certificate”) under Article VII of the New York Public
Service Law in order to construct and maintain the High-Voltage Cable. The PSC will not
grant an Article VII Certificate unless it determines (among other things) “that the facility
avoids or minimizes to the extent practicable any significant adverse environmental impact,
considering the state of available technology and the nature and economics of the various
alternatives, and other pertinent considerations including but not limited to, the effect on
agricultural lands, wetlands, parklands and river corridors traversed.”2 An important feature
of the Article VII process is the consideration of alternative routes for the siting of proposed
major electric transmission facilities such as the High-Voltage Cable.
Ørsted’s “preferred” land route – the one it is actively pursuing before the
PSC – would significantly impact the Wainscott community. That route, which the
Easement Agreement would sanction, has the High-Voltage Cable make landfall at
Wainscott Beach at the foot of Beach Lane; then snake under and through Beach Lane,
Wainscott Main Street, Sayres Path, Wainscott Stone Road, and Wainscott Northwest Road;
cross Daniels Hole Road, Stephen Hands Path, and Buckskill Road; and then connect into a
new Cove Hollow Road substation, a facility to be built adjacent to the Dune Alpine Farm
Co-Op subdivision, from which high voltage electric power will feed into the existing East
Hampton substation, the point of interconnection into the LIPA transmission system.
*

*

*

We understand that Ørsted originally represented it was a legal requirement to
have the Easement in hand before it could seek state and federal approvals of the project –
but that ultimately turned out to be wrong.3 Nevertheless, amidst a sense by some that there
was an urgent need for the Town to “do something” about climate change4, in July 2018 a
2

N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 126(1)(c).

3

THE EAST HAMPTON STAR, East Hampton Approves Easement for Deepwater Wind Cable
(Jul. 20, 2018), available at https://www.easthamptonstar.com/archive/east-hamptonapproves-easement-deepwater-wind-cable
4

“Vote for this thing and you can tell your children you did something as the world begins to
fall apart.” “Tonight, you will take a historic vote . . . It will possibly be the most important
decision you will ever make. It will define your legacy in our community. What side of
history do you want to be on? Renewable offshore wind electricity must replace fossil fuelproduced electricity immediately, if not sooner. Offshore wind needs to be implemented with
the speed and urgency of now.” THE EAST HAMPTON STAR, East Hampton Approves
Easement for Deepwater Wind Cable (Jul. 20, 2018), available at
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highly divided Board voted (3-2) to approve a resolution (2018-888) that, on the one hand,
acknowledged that the Article VII Proceeding would have to be completed before the project
could proceed, and that “there are serious and substantial issues with the project that must be
addressed and mitigated through the Article VII review”; but, on the other hand, proceeded to
state its support for granting the Easement so Ørsted could move forward with the
environmental and regulatory review of the project (even though the Board knew by then that
the granting of the Easement was not a prerequisite for such review). At the time,
Supervisor Van Scoyoc said the resolution was intended as a mere “signal” of support, and it
remained to be seen whether counsel for the Town and for Ørsted could iron out all the
details of the Easement.5
In December 2018, the Wainscott Citizen’s Advisory Committee (“WCAC”),
which consists of volunteer citizens appointed by the Town Board to promote public
awareness of issues concerning Wainscott, voted overwhelmingly (10-2) against a Beach
Lane landfall site due to concerns that had been voiced by community members. On
December 25, 2018, the WCAC sent a letter to the Board noting that it had “repeatedly
requested that the proper environmental reviews be undertaken before the Town grants any
‘on shore’ easement to [Ørsted] … be that landing Beach Lane in Wainscott or some other
landing site,” and that “[a]s a Town appointed body representing the people of Wainscott, the
WCAC requests that the Town not grant an easement to [Ørsted] to come on shore at Beach
Lane.” And thereafter some 1,200 community members signed a petition opposing the use of
Wainscott as the landing site for Ørsted’s High-Voltage Cable.
On March 2, 2019, Supervisor Van Scoyoc told a crowded meeting of the
WCAC that: “Initially, I did not think we needed the Article [VII] process completed to sign”
an easement agreement. “I’m no longer sure that’s the way to go.” – “We think that process
will probably complete before we sign any agreement.”6
The Article VII Proceeding is still pending, with the PSC yet to opine on
whether the project meets the requisite environmental and other standards necessary for the
grant of an Article VII Certificate.

https://www.easthamptonstar.com/archive/east-hampton-approves-easement-deepwaterwind-cable
5

THE SOUTHAMPTON PRESS, East Hampton Town Board Pledges Support As Deepwater
Wind Continues Negotiations With Trustees (Jul. 24, 2018), available at
https://www.27east.com/southampton-press/east-hampton-town-board-pledges-support-asdeepwater-wind-continues-negotiations-with-trustees-1404480/
6

THE SAG HARBOR EXPRESS, Van Scoyoc: Town “Probably” Won’t Ink Any Beach Lane
Cable Deal for Offshore Wind Farm Before Full PSC Review, available at
https://sagharborexpress.com/van-scoyoc-town-probably-wont-ink-any-beach-lane-cabledeal-for-offshore-wind-farm-before-full-psc-review/
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In addition, the Wind Farm from which the High-Voltage Cable will run does
not yet exist. Construction of the Wind Farm cannot be commenced unless and until Ørsted
obtains permission from the federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (“BOEM”), which
is not expected to occur (if at all) earlier than 2022 and, as a result, the Wind Farm will not
become operational until at least 2023.7 So granting the Easement at this time will not in any
way speed up the Wind Farm’s becoming operational.
Moreover, to date the Town has not retained or had the benefit of any
independent scientific or engineering experts to evaluate the many potential impacts,
disruptions, and safety issues associated with design and construction of such a large,
complex project as the High-Voltage Cable, and has relied on information supplied to it by
Ørsted.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, and despite the lack of any pressing need to
grant the Easement at this time, the Board is on the verge of facilitating Ørsted’s siting of this
major infrastructure project in Wainscott – yet the number of public safety and other local
community issues that remain outstanding is deeply concerning. Because of this, the WCAC,
after reviewing the Agreements, voted unanimously this past Saturday to once again request
the Board not to grant the Easement at this time.
The Two Proposed Agreements Between the Town and Ørsted:
The two Agreements consist of a Host Community Agreement and an
Easement Agreement. The Agreements purport to go into effect only if all federal, state, and
local approvals are obtained for the Wind Farm and the High-Voltage Cable. However, at a
September 8, 2020 Board work session, counsel for the Board explained that once it is
entered into, the Easement “takes effect immediately” and “fixes the rights of the parties.8
The Host Community Agreement is among the Town, the Town Trustees,
Ørsted (i.e., its subsidiary South Fork Wind, LLC) and, in exchange for the Easement from
the Town and a lease from the Town Trustees for the purposes of installing and maintaining
the High-Voltage Cable, provides for potential payments to the Town and Town Trustees.
Under the Host Community Agreement, Ørsted would make two initial Milestone payments
of $500,000. The first, which will be non-refundable (and split 50/50 between the Town and
the Town Trustees), would be made within 90 days of the Host Community Agreement
becoming effective. (At a September 12, 2020 meeting of the WCAC, Supervisor Van
Scoyoc stated that the Town’s share of this payment would “make the Town whole” for
attorneys’ fees it has incurred for representation concerning Ørsted and its project over the

7

NEWSWEEK, South Fork Wind Farm delayed until 2023 (Oct. 28, 2020), available at
https://www.newsday.com/business/south-fork-wind-farm-delayed-1.50050231
8

Video of meeting available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRFEKNZJE5k (see
video at 1:03:43 and 1:04:32).
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last two years.9) The second Milestone payment (also to be split with the Town Trustees
50/50) would be made within 90 days of the start of construction of the High-Voltage Cable
project. Then there would be 25 potential annual payments beginning at $875,000 the first
year and increasing by 2 percent each subsequent year, for a total payment (including a
$100,000 access/license fee already paid to the Town) of approximately $28.9 million (which
paid over 25 years, applying a discount rate of 5%, has a present value of $15.3 million).
The Easement Agreement between the Town and Ørsted (i.e., South Fork
Wind, LLC) would grant permission, for a term of years and subject to conditions, to allow
the High-Voltage Cable to be installed and maintained under several Town roads between
Wainscott Beach and the Cove Hollow Road substation. The Easement Agreement
incorporates by reference the terms and conditions of the Article VII Certificate – which does
not yet exist. The Easement Agreement also incorporates by reference the terms and
conditions of the Environmental Management and Construction Plan (the “EM&CP”) –
which also does not yet exist, and would be prepared only after issuance of the Article VII
Certificate. The EM&CP would detail important environmental requirements and
construction procedures and (as discussed below) inevitably would require fire and building
safety codes to be waived in order to construct the sea-to-shore Cable on a dead-end, narrow
street in a residential neighborhood.
The Easement Agreement provides that, if agreed to by resolution of the
Board, it will be subject to a permissive referendum of Town of East Hampton residents.
We discuss the Agreements in further detail below.
INSTALLATION OF ØRSTED’S HIGH-VOLTAGE CABLE IS A
MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT THAT WILL MATERIALLY
BURDEN AND ADVERSELY AFFECT WAINSCOTT AND ITS RESIDENTS
Supervisor Van Scoyoc has attempted to downplay the disruptions Ørsted’s
High-Voltage Cable would cause by suggesting the project is comparable to Suffolk
County’s laying of a water main on Beach Lane in 2018.10 The High-Voltage Cable,
however, would entail far more disturbance, thousands of feet of directional drilling, highdecibel noise, diesel fumes, pull boxes and manholes, cable pulling into concrete encased
duct systems, splicing together of cable runs, huge splicing vaults, complex logistics and
methods, environmental hazards, and extend over significantly more time than the Beach
Lane water main project. Whereas the installation of a water main is a common occurrence
on Long Island such is not the case for a high-voltage electric transmission cable. In fact, the
9

THE SOUTHAMPTON PRESS, Wainscott Critics Blast Town Wind Agreement (Sept. 16, 2020),
available at https://www.27east.com/east-hampton-press/wainscott-critics-blast-town-windagreement-1723457/
10

DAN’S PAPERS, Is There A Challenger In The House? (Feb. 6, 2019), available at
https://www.danspapers.com/2019/02/is-there-a-challenger-in-the-house/
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landing of an offshore wind farm high-voltage cable in New York State is unprecedented.
Comparing the High-Voltage Cable installation to a water main installation is tantamount to
comparing a plane ride to a ride in the space shuttle.
As a threshold matter, it is not just Beach Lane at issue here. As noted, the
route permitted by the Easement would be installed under, and affect residents, homeowners,
and farms adjoining, Beach Lane, Wainscott Main Street, Sayres Path, Wainscott Stone
Road, and Wainscott Northwest Road; and will cross Daniels Hole Road, Stephen Hands
Path, and Buckskill Road. And Ørsted’s plans also require construction of a major new
electrical transmission substation facility immediately adjacent to the Dune Alpine Farm CoOp neighborhood, just outside the Village of East Hampton.
In addition, unlike a water main, the High-Voltage Cable that would snake its
way through the narrow lanes and quiet residential neighborhoods of Wainscott will be
carrying 138,000 volts of electricity, creating risks of electrical fires, water contamination,
and electromagnetic fields.
Moreover, unlike the water main on Beach Lane, the landing of the HighVoltage Cable from the ocean will involve drilling under the beach and sensitive dunes of
Wainscott Beach at the foot of Beach Lane. Beach erosion from storms will necessitate sand
replenishment operations in order to maintain the minimum 25-foot cable burial depth
beneath Wainscott Beach, which could disrupt use of the beach and endanger sensitive flora
and fauna onshore and offshore.
The trenching on Wainscott Northwest Road will be adjacent to the Wainscott
Sand & Gravel site, and just south of the East Hampton Airport – both of which are
contaminated with harmful per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (“PFAS”).11 Installation of
the transmission cable in this area will entail excavating within the PFAS contaminant plume
that is known to be present in shallow groundwater in this area. Based on the advice of our
experts, we understand that the cable excavation, therefore, potentially could become a
pathway for movement of PFAS-contaminated groundwater eastward, towards the Village of
East Hampton.
The trenching required for the High-Voltage Cable also is significantly more
extensive than that needed for a water main. The depth of the water main trench on Beach
Lane was just 4 feet, 9 inches. By contrast, the trench for the High-Voltage Cable along the
roads of Wainscott will be 8 feet deep (and sometimes deeper where transition or splicing
vaults are proposed). Because of the deeper and wider trenching involved, there will be far
11

In June 2019, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation added 47
acres at the East Hampton Airport to its Registry of Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal
Sites, also known as “Superfund Sites.” See The East Hampton Star, Parts of East Hampton
Airport Added to State Superfund Registry (June 5, 2019), available at https://www.
easthamptonstar.com/top-news-government/201966/east-hampton-airport-added-statesuperfund-registry
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more bedding and backfill material needed for the High-Voltage Cable, which will have to be
trucked to the affected sites.
At various locations along the route, excavations for the High-Voltage Cable
will be 10 feet wide to accommodate subsurface concrete splice vaults comparable to the size
of shipping containers. These huge vaults will be placed every 1,200-1,500 feet and
(according to Ørsted’s plans filed with the PSC) there will be three of these concrete vaults
installed on Beach Lane; another at the intersection of Beach Lane and Wainscott Main
Street; another at the intersection of Main Street and Sayres Path; another at the intersection
of Sayres Path and Wainscott Stone Road; another at the intersection of Wainscott Stone
Road and Wainscott Northwest Road; two on Wainscott Northwest Road south of Montauk
Highway; and four more on Wainscott Northwest Road north of the Highway.
The purpose of these vaults – which are not necessary for welded (steel) or
fused (plastic) water mains – is to provide staging areas in order to pull in reasonably sized
lengths of high voltage cable. Within the vaults the pulled-in cable sections will be spliced
together. Such splicing must be performed with zero contamination requiring the equivalent
of operating room cleanliness on the work site. If not completed with zero contamination the
cable will most likely fail at a contaminated splice sometime in the future. This type of
splicing cannot be rushed, and the installation must be completed by highly skilled workers.
So once a splice is started, the work will continue day and night until completed. Similar
operations will also be the case for the entire life of the cable when (for whatever reason) a
cable short circuit or fault occurs.
Relatedly, unlike the relatively narrow area needed to install a water main, the
space needed for the construction of the High-Voltage Cable is very wide. Indeed, the
Easement Agreement grants Ørsted “a 20-foot-wide corridor” for the purposes of
construction. Accordingly, while the High-Voltage Cable is being constructed and installed,
the affected roads – which are narrow already – will be significantly constricted, impeding
traffic and emergency vehicles (particularly perilous on dead-end Beach Lane), and
increasing hazards to pedestrians. At best, traffic flow and pedestrian access would be
confined to a 10-12 foot-wide lane alongside the work zone, and the Easement Agreement
contemplates that at times a complete lack of access may be “temporarily unavoidable.”
Illustrations of the construction zone are attached as Exhibit A.
The time needed for installation of the High-Voltage Cable also will not be
comparable to installation of the water main, which took just five months. Although Ørsted
originally told the Town it could complete installation of its High-Voltage Cable in a single
shoulder season, the Easement Agreement would grant Ørsted 30 months to complete the
project (with the right to ask for more time). Indeed, one of the core assertions of Ørsted and
the Town for preferring a Wainscott route was the one shoulder season of construction. The
quintupled time frame means up to 30 months of construction noise, traffic disruption, and
the dangerous narrowing of already narrow lanes throughout Wainscott. And whereas the
water main project occurred within a single year from mid-February 2018 to mid-July 2018,
Ørsted wants the right to be able to perform its 30 months of work from October 1 through
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April 30 over the span of at least two years (an increase from Ørsted’s originally promised
November 1 through March 31). But Ørsted would have the right to continue through May
15 if needed to complete the most disruptive construction, the horizontal direction drilling
(“HDD”) – and Ørsted can punch through even the May 15 deadline if it pays the Town only
$250,000, which is meaningless in the context of a project this size. And on a daily basis
(Monday through Saturday) Ørsted would have the right to work from 7 am to 7 pm, and to
continue beyond 7 pm to complete “construction activities that require a continuous work
effort once started.” In addition, HDD activities would be allowed to continue “24x7” if
necessary to complete the sea-to-shore transition of the High-Voltage Cable. This will
necessitate a noise reduction plan, given the high decibel level of HDD.
Relatedly, the Easement Agreement would grant Ørsted a “temporary
easement” along the construction corridor to place and maintain field offices, equipment,
pipes, valves, meters, and the like; and to park vehicles. The Easement Agreement, unlike a
water pipe, also contemplates the storage and use of hazardous materials. This “temporary”
easement would exist from the moment Ørsted breaks ground until the High-Voltage Cable
goes into commercial operation – which could mean many years of construction clutter in
Wainscott.
In addition, as compared with the laying of the water main, construction of
this large High-Voltage Cable project will not be completed in accordance with local zoning
requirements or other regulatory approvals because (as discussed below) Ørsted plans to seek
waivers of those requirements.
In light of all these significant impacts, it is no wonder that Ørsted in its home
country of Denmark does not use residential areas as landing sites for their sea-to-shore highvoltage transmission cables.
*

*

*

In sum, Ørsted’s High-Voltage Cable project is a major construction project,
that will cause significant disruption in Wainscott, and (as acknowledged by the Board itself)
is fraught with “serious and substantial issues.” Supervisor Van Scoyoc’s reliance on the
“water main” analogy is alarming and should be a cause for reflection by each member of the
Board.12

12

Just recently, Supervisor Van Scoyoc said he was “disappointed” by Wainscott opposition
to the project because “I guess the result of all this would be some manhole covers in the
road in Wainscott . . . .” THE EAST HAMPTON STAR, Wainscott Incorporation Activists
Demand a Vote (Jan. 7, 2021), available at https://www.easthamptonstar.com/governmentvillages/ 202117/wainscott-incorporation-activists-demand-vote
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CPW HAS SHOWN THAT THERE ARE VIABLE
ALTERNATIVES TO THE WAINSCOTT ROUTE
Ørsted has the legal responsibility in the Article VII Proceeding to propose
viable alternatives to the Wainscott route for the High-Voltage Cable.13 And the Town, in
the interests of seeking the safest, least impactful route for this major project, should have
pressed Ørsted to do its job.
In its Petition to the PSC, Ørsted proposed an alternative land route for its
High-Voltage Cable, but it was nothing but a pro-forma exercise designed to show Wainscott
as the only viable route. Ørsted’s alternative route – which it has never seriously pursued –
would have run through Main Streets in Amagansett and East Hampton Village. The route
was so obviously impractical that one could reasonably conclude it was designed for
rejection in order to leave Wainscott as the only alternative.
CPW, using its own resources, and gathering its own experts, took the time to
develop and present three alternative routes which, compared to the Wainscott route, had
shorter total cable lengths, less local road impacts, less residential impacts, used more of
existing power rights-of-way, and rendered unnecessary a new electric substation to be sited
immediately adjacent to a neighborhood. (Excepts from a presentation that CPW gave to the
WCAC concerning those alternatives are attached as Exhibit B.) Instead of engaging with
these alternatives and digging in to make them work, Ørsted – with the Town’s acquiescence
– has rejected them out of hand.
One of the major reasons that Supervisor Van Scoyoc has cited in his rationale
for picking the Wainscott route is his mantra that it is the “shortest route.” Of course, that
depends on what “shortest” means. If one means the route that has the shortest distance on
roads, it is not the shortest as CPW has presented alternatives that leverage the LIRR right of
way to create a shorter installation route on the roads. If “shortest” means shortest route in
residential areas, it is not the shortest route as CPW has presented an alternative route that
doesn’t burden residential areas and instead lands in a parking lot in a state park. If
“shortest” means fewest miles of new electrical transmission easements for the high-power
cable, it does not come close to the alternatives CPW has presented. And “shortest” also
doesn’t meant the shortest sea cable route as the other alternatives have a shorter length in the
ocean, or route from the Wind Farm to the point of interconnection.
THERE ARE SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS WITH THE
AGREEMENTS THE TOWN HAS NEGOTIATED WITH ØRSTED
As set forth below, in the Board’s zeal to “do something” about climate
change and be the first community to host an offshore Wind Farm in New York, the Board
has failed in its responsibility to carefully consider and manage the risks of this project,
including by negotiating agreements that are unduly favorable to Ørsted, laying the
13

16 NYCRR §§ 85-2.8(e), 86.4.
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groundwork for non-compliance with safety laws, and leaving Wainscott highly vulnerable to
problems caused by this major construction project.
The Host Community Agreement is flawed:
Every single benefit for Wainscott has been stripped out of the Host Community
Agreement. The agreed-upon form of Host Community Agreement does not contain any of
the provisions contained in a prior community benefit agreement that was dangled before the
public in an attempt to secure their acquiescence with the Project: Deleted is a provision that
would have required Ørsted to pay $1 million to establish a “Wainscott Water Infrastructure
Fund,” to help implement water infrastructure improvements in Wainscott. Also deleted is a
provision that would have required Ørsted to fund the burial of overhead utility lines, and
elimination of utility poles, from Beach Lane and Wainscott Main Street and elsewhere. So
even these meager offerings to the residents of Wainscott – which Ørsted’s allies said were
why Wainscott should accept this inferior route – no longer exist.
Consideration under the Host Community Agreement. The potential consideration
under the Host Community Agreement of $28.9 million over 25 years appears to be low. A
company recently agreed to pay Riverhead over $50 million for a permit to operate a solar
farm. As stated by the Town Supervisor of Riverhead: “The East Hampton project called the
Ørsted project is constantly used against our project, but theirs is substantially larger. Ours is
only one-sixth of the 132 megawatts from East Hampton” – “Riverhead will be receiving $56
million in total for this project over the course of 30 years, and East Hampton will be
receiving $34 million [sic] over the course of 20 years. We out-negotiated East Hampton.”14
Damages limited. For events of default, Ørsted is explicitly not liable for
consequential, punitive, or indirect damages, or lost profits, or other business interruption.
This limits the damages that ordinarily would be available to the Town in court. For
example, the Town would not be able to recover indirect damages from Ørsted for harm it
causes to others resulting in reduced tax revenue to the Town.
Further limitation of damages/Force Majeure. Ørsted is not responsible for any
damages resulting from a “Force Majeure Event.” Although “force majeure” is usually
defined to mean things such as acts of nature (e.g., floods and hurricanes) and dramatic
human acts (e.g., riots, strikes, and wars), under the Host Community Agreement it is broadly
defined to basically mean anything that results from circumstances outside the control of
Ørsted. This creates a document that is the proverbial “swiss cheese.”
Indemnification. Ørsted’s obligation to indemnify the Town is very limited. It only
covers damages Ørsted causes to property or facilities covered by or existing within the
Easement (“Grantor Property”); and physical injuries or death Ørsted causes by its
14

DAN’S PAPERS, Riverhead Town Approves Special Permit for Calverton Solar Farm (Dec.
8, 2020), available at: https://www.danspapers.com/2020/12/riverhead-permit-calvertonsolar/
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construction activities within the Grantor Property. So (for instance) if Ørsted committed
catastrophic damages, injury, or death outside the Grantor Property, and the Town got sued
for it, the Town would not be entitled to contractual indemnification from Ørsted.
Specific Performance. There is no clause agreeing that the Town will be entitled to a
court order of specific performance of Ørsted’s obligations because of the inadequacy of
money damages. A standard specific performance clause to that effect should be added.
Without it, the Town would be obligated to prove that money damages are inadequate, which
is a standard needlessly favorable to Ørsted.
Local economic development. Ørsted’s obligation – not until four years after
starting construction – to establish a support facility in Montauk is conditioned on Ørsted
identifying in its “sole discretion,” a “suitable” location that is available for lease or purchase
on “commercially-reasonable” terms consistent with the project budget, and even then only if
Ørsted can get local approvals.
No liaison for the Wainscott community. While Ørsted is obligated to employ an
individual to facilitate communication between itself and members of the East Hampton
commercial fishing community, there is no similar requirement for a liaison with the
Wainscott community – despite the significant disruption Ørsted’s project will cause
Wainscott.
Assignment. Ørsted has the right to assign its obligations under the Host Community
Agreement to any party that has operational and financial capability, and the Town may not
unreasonably withhold its consent to such assignment. As a result, the Town has no
assurance who it will be “in bed with” during the at least 25-year duration of the Agreement.
(Indeed, the project has already changed hands twice: once, when Deepwater Wind South
Fork, LLC was acquired by Ørsted (and Deepwater’s name was changed to South Fork
Wind, LLC); and again when Ørsted formed a 50/50 joint venture with Eversource Energy to
own the project.)
Lack of Ørsted guarantee. The parent company, Ørsted, has no responsibility for the
payments to be made under the Host Community Agreement. Responsibility for those
payments rests solely with South Fork Wind, LLC, the Town’s actual counterparty in the
Agreement. It is unclear what South Fork Wind, LLC’s financial wherewithal may be; there
are no representations in that regard made in the Host Community Agreement.
The Easement Agreement is flawed, and
points out disruptions and public safety
dangers that will be caused by Ørsted’s construction:
Easement width. As noted, the Easement is wide, particularly considering the
narrowness of the roads affected (for instance, the Beach Lane paved area is approximately
19 feet wide). The Easement is 20 feet wide except at the southerly end of Beach Lane
where the easement is the full width of the Beach Lane right of way, which is 49.5 feet. As
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further noted, Ørsted also would be granted a “Temporary Easement” (which would last from
the moment Ørsted breaks ground until the High-Voltage Cable goes into commercial
operation) for the full length of the affected roads to install field offices, storage of pipes,
parking areas, and anything else necessary to install the High-Voltage Cable. This means
that the narrow lanes of Wainscott affected by Ørsted’s construction will be narrowed even
further, constricting vehicle and pedestrian traffic, jeopardizing the ingress and egress of
emergency vehicles, and increasing risks to residents and passersby. This situation is
materially more narrow than landing sites for alternative routes proposed by CPW but not
seriously considered by the Town.
Hazardous Materials. As another matter of serious concern, the Easement
Agreement contemplates that in connection with construction and installation of the HighVoltage Cable, Ørsted may use “Hazardous Materials” (defined as “(1) any substance that
requires investigation, remediation, or other response or corrective action under any
Environmental Laws, or (2) any substance that is or hereafter becomes defined as a
hazardous waste, hazardous substance, extremely hazardous substance, hazardous material,
hazardous matter, hazardous chemical, toxic substance, toxic chemical, pollutant,
contaminant, or other similar term in or pursuant to any Environmental Laws, or (3) any
asbestos or asbestos-containing material, polychlorinated biphenyls (‘PCBs’) or equipment or
articles containing PCBs, petroleum, diesel fuel, gasoline, or other petroleum
hydrocarbons”). While Ørsted is required to comply with applicable environmental laws,
there is no provision for a Town monitor designated to ensure Ørsted’s compliance with
those laws. The Town needs a much better understanding of when and how Hazardous
Materials might be used in Wainscott, and be satisfied, with the assistance of independent
experts, that all risks have been appropriately mitigated.
Spill Plan. Relatedly, the Easement Agreement contemplates that there may
be spills “of petroleum and other hazardous chemicals during construction, installation,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Cable.” Weakly, Ørsted is required
only to come up with a “plan” that will “minimize” such spills.
Very important requirements, including safety standards, inappropriately
remain “to be determined.” The Easement Agreement references the EM&CP (the
“Environmental Management and Construction Plan”) some 55 times. As noted, the
EM&CP does not exist and will not be prepared until after the Article VII Certificate is
issued (and after the Town proposes to sign the Agreements). According to the Easement
Agreement, the EM&CP will set forth to-be-determined standards for important issues such
as the method of installing and maintaining the Cable and any conduit through which it
passes; specifications for materials, structures, or components on or in the Easement Area;
details concerning street work to be undertaken for the construction, maintenance, repair,
replacement, and decommissioning of the High-Voltage Cable; traffic controls; an Avian
Management Plan for rare, threatened, and endangered avian specie; a Northern Long-Eared
Bat Monitoring and Impact Minimization Plan; a Wetland Impact Minimization and
Mitigation Plan; a detailed Soil Handling and Erosion Control Plan; a Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasure Plan; a Final Hazardous Waste and Petroleum Work Plan; a
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Dewatering Plan; measures to protect the integrity, operation, and maintenance of any nearby
electric, gas, telecommunication, cable, internet, water, sewer, and related facilities; a
Vegetation Management Plan (which will include a Tree Protection Plan); an Invasive
Species Control and Management Plan; appropriate measures to minimize fugitive dust and
airborne debris from construction and other activities; a Lighting Plan; specifications for
restoration of all areas, pavement, curbs, driveways, sidewalks, drainage and erosion control
structures and measures, vegetation, landscaping, and other features disturbed during
construction, installation, repair, replacement, or removal of the Cable to their preconstruction contours and condition; a plan for off- and on-shore study of electromagnetic
fields; and a Decommissioning Plan.
Putting aside the other deferred details and specifications above (which are
important), the fact that Ørsted has not submitted a detailed construction plan to the Town
for this massive project is deeply concerning. The Town would not approve the building of a
house without a construction plan, and similarly should not grant the Easement to Ørsted
without first seeing a construction plan.
Article VII Certificate. In addition to incorporating the terms and conditions
of the EM&CP, which does not exist, the Easement Agreement also incorporates the terms
and conditions of the Article VII Certificate, which does not exist.
Other important documents that do not exist. The Easement Agreement says
that the Town’s resolution authorizing the Agreement will be subject to “approvals,
authorizations, and environmental reviews required for this Easement Agreement, as set forth
on Schedule C of this Agreement” – but if one turns to Schedule C it says: “(TO BE
COMPLETED)”. Similarly, the Easement Agreement refers to a “Road Use and Crossing
Agreement, in the form attached to Schedule B as Exhibit 1,” which governs Ørsted’s use of
the Easement, but that Exhibit 1 also says: “(TO BE COMPLETED)”.
*

*

*

This massive incorporation into the Easement Agreement of conditions and
standards and rules and plans and documents that do not exist, and the Board’s proceeding to
sign the Agreement without advance knowledge of what they will provide, reflect a failure of
the Board’s fiduciary duty to exercise due care.
*

*

*

Safety code violations. During the Article VII Proceeding, CPW presented
sworn expert testimony (attached as Exhibit B) that Ørsted will not be able to construct and
install the High-Voltage Cable on Beach Lane in compliance with multiple New York State
fire and building safety codes. Specifically, at least two provisions of the New York State
Building Code cannot be complied with under the circumstances:
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•
Section 3301.2: “Construction equipment and materials shall be stored
and placed so as not to endanger the public, the workers or adjoining property for the
duration of the construction project.
•
Section 3306.1: “Pedestrians shall be protected during construction,
remodeling and demolition activities as required by this chapter and Table
BC3306.1.”
And at least three provisions of the New York State Fire Code cannot be complied with
under the circumstances:
•
Section 503.2.1: “Fire apparatus access roads shall have an
unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet (6096 mm), exclusive of shoulders, except
for approved security gates in accordance with Section FC503.6, and an unobstructed
vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches (4115 mm).”
•
Section 503.2.3: “Fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and
maintained to support the imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as
to provide all-weather driving capabilities.”
•
Section 503.2.5: “Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in excess of
150 feet (45 720 mm) in length shall be provided with an approved area for turning
around fire apparatus.”
Waivers of safety codes. The Easement Agreement provides that Ørsted
“shall construct, install, operate, maintain, repair, replace, and decommission the Cable, and
restore the Easement Area, in accordance with the Article VII Certificate and its Conditions
[and] the Joint Proposal for the Article VII Certificate (the ‘Joint Proposal’)” which sounds
innocuous until one realizes that the Joint Proposal (which its signatories ask be incorporated
into the Article VII Certificate) provides that any “State or local legal provision purporting to
require any approval, consent, permit, certificate, or other condition for the construction or
operation of the Project authorized by the Certificate” shall not apply – which would include
fire and building safety codes that impose any such approvals or impose such conditions as a
prerequisite to construction.
The Joint Proposal then expressly proceeds to give sweeping waivers of the
following sections of the East Hampton Town Code alone:
•
Noise Standards and Exceptions as set forth in § 185-3 (A)(2) and
§ 185-3 (B)(2) for the purpose of allowing construction noise to continue after 8:30
PM for: (i) safety reasons; (ii) to protect life and/or property; (iii) to protect the
structural integrity of the HDD bore hole or to prevent damage to or loss of the bore
hole; (iv) construction activities involving installation of the HDD conduit, HDD
cable pulling and laying, cable joint splicing, and dewatering; (v) other activities
reasonably necessary to comply with NYSDOT restrictions on daytime construction
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in or along roadways or public access areas; and (vi) other activities reasonably
necessary to comply with LIRR restrictions.
•
Height as set forth in § 255-11-72 for the purpose of allowing
lightning masts at the SFEC Interconnection Facility to exceed thirty-five (35) feet
•
Fences and walls as set forth in § 255-11-38 for the purpose of
constructing a fence and/or wall greater than ten (10) feet in height at the SFECInterconnection Facility.
•
Vehicles and Traffic as set forth in: (a) § 240-13 for the purpose of
allowing commercial vehicles that exceed applicable vehicle weight and length
restrictions for the purpose of delivering construction equipment and equipment and
facilities to be used for the Project; (b) § 240-14 through § 240-18(b) for the purpose
of parking, stopping and standing vehicles to be used for the construction of the
Project; and (c) § 240-20 through § 240-25, §240-27.3 (except § 240-27.3(A)(1)(h)),
§ 240-27.4 § 240-61 for the purpose of parking, standing, stopping, loading and
unloading vehicles to be used for the construction of the Project.
And while the Joint Proposal says that Ørsted is required to hire an engineer to
inspect the High-Voltage Cable after construction and before it goes into commercial
operation to “ensure it complies with the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and
Building Code,” the Joint Proposal also grants Ørsted permission to seek waivers of that
Code.
*

*

*

The Board should require Ørsted to agree not to violate or waivers of any
building and fire safety codes. At a bare minimum, the Town’s citizens and the Board should
be fully informed – before any vote is taken – as to all waivers Ørsted may seek related to
health and safety. There must be sunlight shined on the safety waiver issue.
*

*

*

Traffic Flow. The Easement Agreement expressly recognizes (as it must) that
Ørsted’s construction will cause disruption to vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic, and
access for emergency vehicles. Weakly, Ørsted is required only to come up with a “plan” to
“minimize” such disruptions. It is expressly recognized that at certain times restrictions will
occur for pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular use of and access to Wainscott Beach which will
be “temporarily unavoidable” And while it would require consent from the Town’s
Superintendent of Highway, it is expressly contemplated that complete closure of roads could
occur. The implications the project would have for access of fire trucks and other emergency
vehicles has not explained to Wainscott residents.
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Construction time periods. As noted, except for HDD work (discussed
below), the Easement Agreement would grant Ørsted 30 months to complete the project
(with the right to ask for more time), and to perform its 30 months of work from October 1
through April 30 over the span of at least two years. On a daily basis (Monday through
Saturday) Ørsted would have the right to work from 7 am to 7 pm, and (such as for cable
splicing) even to continue beyond 7 pm to complete “construction activities that require a
continuous work effort once started.” This all adds up to several years of significant
disturbance for the residents of Wainscott. In addition it is of no comfort to year-round
residents of Wainscott, who enjoy – and need – the peace and quiet of their hamlet and its
beach during the “off season.”
HDD. HDD (or “horizontal direction drilling”) will be the noisiest and most
intensive activity surrounding construction and installation of the High-Voltage Cable. With
respect to the calendar months and daily hours when Ørsted will be permitted to work on the
project, HDD would be allowed to continue beyond April 30 through May 15 of each year if
Ørsted says it’s necessary to complete the HDD; and HDD will be allowed to continue
“24x7” if Ørsted says it’s necessary to complete the sea-to-shore transition of the HighVoltage Cable. So, under the Easement Agreement, Ørsted’s most disruptive activity will be
allowed more leniency than its other work.
Noise. With respect to construction noise, while the Easement Agreement
would require Ørsted to comply with Appendix J of the Joint Proposal (entered into by
several parties in the Article VII Proceeding), that document sets specific noise-level ceilings
only for work occurring after 8:30 pm. Work performed before that time – including the
highly noisy HDD – would not be subject to any noise limit. The siting of equipment and
noise walls within the width of the narrow easement has not been explained, particularly in
relation to providing proper access for emergency vehicles.
Vegetation. Ørsted is required to use “best efforts” to “minimize” vegetation
disturbance and removal within and adjacent to the Easement area. This amorphous standard
would give Ørsted significant latitude.
Dewatering/Contamination. Because the water table is so high throughout
Wainscott, it will be necessary for Ørsted to perform “dewatering” of the trenches when they
are dug out. Nature abhors a vacuum, so the dewatering of water drawn into the trenches
will draw even more nearby water into the trenches – which, in turn, will pull even more
water from adjacent areas toward the dewatering trench. Alarmingly, the Easement
Agreement contemplates that Ørsted’s dewatering operations could “influence or draw in . . .
contaminants from” contaminated sites. This could particularly occur in connection with the
trenching that will be adjacent to the contaminated Wainscott Sand & Gravel pit and south of
the contaminated East Hampton Airport, with the result that contamination is drawn from
those sites into previously uncontaminated areas. Although the prospect of this occurring is
expressly acknowledged, no contamination remediation obligations are imposed on Ørsted in
this regard.
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Water contamination. Relatedly, while imposing certain obligations on
Ørsted in connection therewith, the Easement Agreement contemplates that Ørsted’s
construction activities could cause residential water wells to become contaminated with
hazardous substances and/or fail New York State turbidity standards. This is particularly
unsettling given the recent contamination of wells in Wainscott.
Erosion. Within months of completion in 2016, high-voltage cables running
from the Ørsted-owned Block Island Wind Farm became unmoored from the sea floor and
swimmers discovered the exposed cables in just a few feet of water near the shore. Given
this disastrous experience, Ørsted is required to bury the High-Voltage Cable at least 30 feet
beneath the surface of Wainscott Beach. If that depth at any time is reduced to fewer than 25
feet – as seems likely due to the constantly changing beach and shoreline at Wainscott Beach
– Ørsted is required to take steps to restore the depth to 30 feet. This would cause repeated
disruptions to Wainscott Beach and Beach Lane. The Town should know from independent
experts (but does not) the likelihood and frequency that this could happen.
Restoration. Ørsted’s post-construction obligation to restore the Easement
Area and the Temporary Easement areas to their pre-easement condition is secured solely by
a $1.5 million bond. So, under the Easement Agreement, Ørsted could rip up the roads of
Wainscott and then just walk away from the project – and the Town’s only recourse would be
the performance bond. The Town should inform the community why it believes $ 1.5
million is adequate, and be able to point to precedents for bonds in that amount for projects
of this size. In addition, even if Ørsted does perform restoration, it would not be obligated to
do so until 90 days after all of the High-Voltage Cable is installed – which (coupled with the
at least 30 months Ørsted has to complete the project) could be several years.
Absence of Construction Performance Bond. Unlike for post-construction
restoration, the Easement Agreement does not provide for a performance bond securing
Ørsted’s appropriate construction of the High-Voltage Cable. The Town should explain why
there is only the single, limited performance bond related to restoration.
Decommissioning of Cable. The Easement is slated to last for 25 years after
the High-Voltage Cable goes into commercial operation, after which Ørsted is required to
remove the Cable and associated equipment and facilities, both onshore and offshore. There
is no security of any sort provided to backstop this costly obligation; the Town and Ørsted
have only “agreed to agree” on a letter of credit of undetermined amount and terms. Upon
removal of the Cable, Ørsted will be required to restore the affected areas to their original
condition only as may be “reasonably practical.” Twenty-five years from now, at the end of
the High-Voltage Cable’s useful lifetime, when Ørsted has no further interest in it, Ørsted
could well assert that significant costs necessary for restoration render it not “reasonably
practical.” Ørsted representatives also asserted in a recent webinar presentation that removal
of the Cable and associated infrastructure may eventually be deemed unnecessary if it is
determined that the potential impacts associated with decommissioning are greater than the
impacts of leaving the system in place permanently. It appears, therefore, that Ørsted is
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already starting to walk back the commitment to decommission the High-Voltage Cable.
These decisions should be at the discretion of the Town.
Lack of Ørsted guarantee. As with the Host Community Agreement, the
parent company, Ørsted, has no responsibility under the Easement Agreement. Only South
Fork Wind, LLC, the Town’s actual counterparty, is responsible for complying for the terms
and conditions of the Easement Agreement, and for damages caused to the Town by breach
of the Agreement. There is no indication what South Fork Wind, LLC’s financial
wherewithal may be.
The Agreement will put Ørsted in the driver’s seat.
Pro-wind citizens of the Town should understand that under the Easement
Agreement as drafted – which they may be urging the Town to sign immediately – Ørsted is
actually not required to do anything. Lest there be any doubt on that point, the Easement
Agreement expressly provides: “Nothing in this Easement Agreement shall be construed as
requiring [Ørsted] to install or operate the Cable.”
And citizens who may be urging the Town to sign the Agreements so the
Town can get millions of dollars should understand that Ørsted is given the power to decide
whether the Town will receive those dollars. Other than the first $500,000 Milestone
Payment due upon signing (to be split with the Town Trustees 50/50), under the Host
Community Agreement Ørsted has no obligation to make any further payments whatsoever.
If – but only if – Ørsted decides to actually begin installation of the High-Voltage Cable,
would it then owe the second $500,000 Milestone Payment (also to be split with the Trustees
50/50). And under the Easement Agreement, Ørsted would have 18 months after all
necessary state and federal approvals have been obtained to decide whether to commence
installation of the Cable. Even if Ørsted decides to proceed with the project, the annual
payments of $870,000 would not begin unless and until the High-Voltage Cable goes into
commercial operation, which for numerous reasons (including Ørsted’s own cost/benefit
analysis) might never occur.
So, in return for just $250,000 – which apparently has already been spent on
lawyers – the Town would give up all of its leverage now, well in advance of when the
Easement is actually needed, and give Ørsted enormous latitude to do, or not do, as it pleases
for several years. Such a “give-away” would be a foolish waste of the Town’s valuable
lands and rights, and a breach of the Board’s fiduciary duties.
THE BOARD’S GRANT OF AN EASEMENT
TO ØRSTED AT THIS TIME WOULD BE ILLEGAL
As we have advised the Board in prior letters dated July 23 and September 15,
2020, the Board’s conveyance of the Easement to Ørsted at this time would be illegal.
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The New York Legislature enacted the State Environmental Quality Review
Act (“SEQRA”) to make “environmental protection a concern of every agency,”15 and to
“inject environmental considerations directly into governmental decisionmaking.”16
Accordingly, SEQRA requires agencies, including town boards, to conduct an
environmental review to confront and resolve environmental concerns before the agencies
take any action, especially in furtherance of large and invasive construction projects like the
High-Voltage Cable.17
Because the High-Voltage Cable is a major electric transmission facility,
however, this environmental review must instead be conducted by the PSC in the Article VII
Proceeding.18 Specifically, the PSC must review Ørsted’s proposed High-Voltage Cable, and
if it concludes that Ørsted’s plans minimize any significant adverse environmental impact
and properly fulfills public needs, then the PSC will issue an Article VII Certificate.19
Under SEQRA as incorporated into Article VII, the Board is prohibited from
taking any action – including the conveyance of property rights under an easement – unless
and until the PSC completes its review and issues an Article VII Certificate. And Article VII
itself provides that “[n]o person . . . shall commence the preparation of the site” of any
proposed major utility transmission facility – including through conveyance of any necessary
property rights under an easement – unless and until the PSC issues an Article VII
Certificate.20
The Town’s grant of the Easement – prior to the PSC’s completion of its
environmental review and its approval – is precisely the type of action that SEQRA was
designed to prevent. Thus, the Board’s conveyance of the Easement to Ørsted at this time
would violates New York law.
The Board’s conveyance of the Easement to Ørsted – which covers only part
of the route of the High-Voltage Cable – is also illegal because it segments the environmental
review of the Cable. SEQRA explicitly prohibits agencies from considering the
environmental impact of only portions of a project at a time.21 This ban on segmentation is
15

See Jackson v. NY State Urban Dev. Corp., 67 N.Y.2d 400,414 (1986).

16

New York City Coal. to End Lead Poisoning, Inc. v. Vallone, 100 N.Y.2d 337, 348, 350
(2003).
17

N.Y. Envtl. Conserv. Law § 8-0109(2).

18

N.Y. Envtl. Conserv. Law § 8-0111(5)(b).

19

N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 126(1)(c).

20

N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 121(1) (emphasis added).

21

See 6 NYCRR § 617.3(g)(1) (“Considering only a part or segment of an action is contrary
to the intent of SEQR[A].”); Concerned Citizens for the Env’t v. Zagata, 243 A.D.2d 20, 22
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designed to prevent agencies from breaking up a large project with a significant
environmental impact into smaller pieces with more limited environmental impacts. In fact,
the New York State Department of Environmental Protection “bible” on SEQRA identifies a
“common” instance of unlawful segmentation as “where a project sponsor attempts to avoid
a thorough environmental review . . . of a whole action by splitting a project into two or more
smaller projects.”22 Because the Board’s Easement covers only a piece of Ørsted’s proposed
project, the conveyance of the Easement violates SEQRA’s ban on segmentation.
The Town may argue that because the Easement does not go into effect until
(among other things) PSC performs its environmental review, entering into the Easement
Agreement now would not violate SEQRA. But the law is clear that the Board may not take
any action here in connection with the Easement before completion of the environmental
review. Thus, in Benvenuto v. Village of Millerton, 10 Misc. 3d 770, 773 (2005) the
Supreme Court held that a town board, “[b]y granting an easement prior to SEQRA review
and without specific conditions as to the manner of construction and maintenance, had
improperly circumvented the legislative mandate [of SEQRA].”23
THE BOARD’S GRANT OF AN EASEMENT NOW
WOULD RENDER A PERMISSIVE REFERENDUM MEANINGLESS
The Board’s grant of an Easement at this time would be subject to legal attack
for the additional reason that it would render a permissive referendum meaningless.

(3d Dep’t 1998) (“It is clear that segmentation, which is the dividing for environmental
review of an action in such a way that the various segments are addressed as though they
were independent and unrelated activities, is contrary to the intent of SEQRA and is
disfavored.”).
22

THE SEQR HANDBOOK at p. 54 (4th ed. 2020, NYS Dep’t of Envtl. Conserv. pub.).

23

See also Tri-Cty. Taxpayers Ass’n, Inc. v. Town Bd. of Town of Queensbury, 55 N.Y.2d 41
(1982) (environmental impact statement should have been prepared and made available to
members of town board and public prior to adoption of resolutions authorizing establishment
and financing of sewer district); E.F.S. Ventures Corp. v. Foster, 71 N.Y.2d 359, 371 (1988)
(because of danger of subsequent environmental review being merely a “rubber stamp,” if
statutory environmental review requirements of SEQRA are not met then governmental
action is “void” and “unauthorized”); Chinese Staff & Workers Ass’n v. City of New York, 68
N.Y.2d 359, 369 (1986) (“a disposition which would eliminate consideration of the required
environmental effects by the town board at the time the action is initially authorized would
relegate SEQRA’s mandates for environmental protection to an afterthough[t] in
contravention of the express legislative purposes”); King v. Saratoga Cty. Bd. of Sup’rs, 89
N.Y.2d 341, 348 (1996) (reaffirming the prior holdings, and noting that “[a]nything less than
strict compliance . . . offers an incentive to cut corners and then cure defects only after
protracted litigation, all at the ultimate expense of the environment.”).
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Section 64(2) of the New York Town Law provides that the Town’s action in
granting an easement of Town property is subject to a permissive referendum – i.e., an up or
down vote – by the Town’s citizens. But the PSC’s Article VII review of the High-Voltage
Cable is not finished; and neither are the federal proceedings before BOEM. As the
Easement Agreement itself expressly recognizes, the PSC and BOEM could (and likely will)
impose additional conditions and terms which would become part of the terms of conditions
of the Easement Agreement. Moreover, there are a host of documents, standards, and
conditions that are referred to in the Easement Agreement that do not yet exist. Accordingly,
a permissive referendum at this time would require the Town’s residents to vote on an
Easement the terms and conditions of which have not been finalized and could drastically
change – in other words, the voters would not and could not know exactly what they are
being asked to approve or disapprove. This would thwart the letter and intent of the
permissive referendum requirement.
INCREASING RECOGNITION OF THE
DESIRABLITY OF COMBINING LANDING SITES
There are sound reasons to question the wisdom of there being a sea-to-shore
cable, and an onshore grid interconnection, for each offshore wind project (as with the South
Fork Wind Farm). Industry experts and policy makers increasingly recognize that this ad hoc
approach is not as desirable as a more centralized approach of having multiple offshore wind
installations plug into offshore substations and preexisting transmission cables as part of a
“planned,” offshore transmission system. Indeed, the centralized approach may be essential
to eastern states achieving their ambitious goals to procure offshore wind capacity. Attached
as Exhibit C is a white paper prepared by CPW that discusses the regulatory regimes
governing the siting of offshore wind transmission infrastructure in New York State, and the
advantages of a planned offshore wind transmission network over project-specific
transmission cables. It then discusses ways in which some level of planned offshore wind
transmission may still be incorporated into the South Fork Wind Farm project in a manner
that will minimize impacts, but not unduly delay the project. This is yet another reason that
the Town should not be in a “rush” to grant the Easement. The facts on the ground may
render moot the need for a landing site on the East End.
NO LEGITIMATE REASON FOR RUSH TO SIGNING
To our knowledge, no legitimate reason has ever been articulated for the
Town’s rush to grant Ørsted the Easement at this time. The only explanation that Supervisor
Van Scoyoc has offered is his opinion that “there’s been plenty of environmental review”24 –
even though the PSC has not yet opined on the project, BOEM’s Environmental Impact
Statement is not final, and the EM&CP does not yet exist (and thus, among many other
things, there is no construction plan). One concern is that the Board is rushing to grant the
24

NEWSDAY, Wind Farm Developer Boosts East Hampton Benefit Package to $29M (Sept. 9,
2020), available at https://www.newsday.com/business/orsted-wind-farm-east-hampton1.49142072
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Easement because of the opportunity to grab some money. But almost all of that money is
contingent on what Ørsted decides to do. After throwing its leverage away unnecessarily at
this point, the Town may only wind up with $250,000 – which the Town has already spent on
lawyers.
AN UNDEMOCRATIC DESIRE TO PRECLUDE
SELF-DETERMINATION FOR WAINSCOTT
EXPLAINS THE BOARD’S PROPOSED ILLEGAL ACTION
Unfortunately, it appears that an undemocratic desire to preclude selfdetermination of Wainscott is the reason for the Board’s proposed illegal action.
Since the project was first proposed and Beach Lane identified by Ørsted as
the preferred landing site for the High-Voltage Cable, Supervisor Van Scoyoc and his allies
on the Board have acted with a cavalier attitude toward the legitimate concerns of the citizens
of Wainscott.
As noted, the WCAC has repeatedly voiced its opposition to the Beach Lane
route for the High-Voltage Cable, and over 1,200 community members signed a petition
against it. Despite the well-known significant opposition to the Beach Lane route for the
High-Voltage Cable, and CPW’s presentation of alternatives to that route, Supervisor Van
Scoyoc seems to have ‘locked in” on the Beach Lane route and not engaged in any discussion
with CPW as to alternatives. Rather, he has appeased Ørsted who wants the Beach Lane
route for the simple reason that it is the cheapest and easiest route for Ørsted.
In the same vein, CPW has sent the Town Board multiple, detailed letters
voicing its concerns, including letters warning that a grant of the Easement before the Article
VII Proceeding concludes would be illegal. The Board has not deigned to respond to any of
those letters, or otherwise attempted to constructively engage with CPW in any way.
Given the treatment they have received at the hands of their elected officials,
concerned citizens of Wainscott, including but not limited to CPW, have spearheaded a
widely-reported movement to incorporate Wainscott as a Village. Among other things, a
Village of Wainscott would have a legal say in whether the Easement should be granted.
Specifically, a Village of Wainscott would be empowered to convey the real property
(including by leases and easements) within its borders.25 The incorporation campaign was
announced on July 4, 2020. And on December 30, 2020, a petition signed by at least 20% of
the residents of Wainscott was filed with the Town Clerk to begin the incorporation process.
So, with respect to the Town’s signing of the Easement Agreement, why has
the situation changed from March 2019 – when Supervisor Van Scoyoc told the Wainscott
community that “We think [the Article VII] process will probably complete before we sign
25

See N.Y. Village Law § 1-102.
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any agreement” – and now, when the Town’s signing the Agreements is imminent? We
believe the answer is provided by a July 16, 2020 email (which quickly followed the
announcement of the incorporation drive, and was obtained by CPW via a Freedom of
Information Law request), in which a member of Win With Wind’s steering committee
blithely made the following tactical suggestion to the Town Board:
Am I missing something? Because I cannot, for the life of me, see any
advantage to East Hampton were Wainscott to incorporate. I would suggest
that granting the easement required for [Ørsted]’s Beach Lane cable landing
would be a good place to start. I think we all know that [CPW’s] move to
secede from the town is really all about that cable. Would granting that
easement not take some of the wind out of their sails?
This appears to be clear evidence that the reckless rush to grant the Easement
and undermine the integrity of the Article VII process is being motivated by a desire to endrun Wainscott’s initiative towards self-determination. An effort, by the way, which did not
begin with the Easement but, rather, can trace its roots to efforts in the 1990s for the same
reasons of abuse and neglect by the Board.
CONCLUSION
We all know the necessity of addressing climate change and the important role
that solar, wind, and other renewables will play in meeting that challenge. But this is not the
time to be entering into significant but unnecessary legal agreements to “signal” that the
Town is “doing something” about climate change.
Unfortunately, many in the leadership of the Town and their allies have
allowed their exhilaration in making a spectacular change to cause them to ignore the real
work necessary to evaluate a for-profit, energy producer’s plans. They have relied on good
intentions rather than analysis as they failed to hire independent experts to do proper
evaluations of the information received from Ørsted; acquiesced in Ørsted’s demands
because of a desperation to be credited with a “first” in New York State and to obtain
payments from Ørsted; and justified an ill-conceived project with strained rationalizations
and misinformation. While being the first town in New York to host the siting of an offshore
wind farm would be a nice legacy, it should not be an excuse to cut corners, particularly
when dealing with a major $1.6 billion infrastructure project such as this. This project
should proudly serve as a demonstrable model of the Governor’s and Legislature’s Climate
Leadership in the development of renewable energy. Such leadership does not accrue from
the authoritarian and precipitous approach being taken by the Town.
Ørsted is not going to protect the citizens of the Town – it is a for-profit
enterprise, looking to maximize profit. And the agendas of state and federal regulators are
not necessarily aligned with the interests of the Town or its citizens. It is only local
government that can and should protect the local people and property that are going to be
impacted by this massive project. For this reason, we urge the Board to stop, look, and listen
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– and reserve judgment (and its leverage) on this project until it can more fully understand
the potential problems it will cause, and the steps the Town needs to demand from Ørsted to
remediate those impacts.
In the interest of good governance, we would urge the Board to, at a
minimum, wait to grant the Easement not only until the Article VII Proceeding is completed
but until after the federal BOEM proceedings are completed.
POTENTIAL LITIGATION
We have drafted a complaint that CPW is prepared to file if the Town
proceeds to grant the Easement. The complaint will seek to void the grant of the Easement,
among other relief. We sincerely hope that litigation will be unnecessary, which is why have
shared the foregoing detailed critique with you, and are prepared to share the draft complaint
with the Board should your counsel request to see it.
We expressly reserve all rights and remedies.
Sincerely
/s/ Eric Seiler
Eric Seiler

Attachments
cc:

Town Clerk
Carolyn Logan Gluck
Mila Buckner, Esq.
Kevin Bernstein, Esq.
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2. What you were told was not true
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Expert Testimony: Safety Concerns
NYS Building
Code Reference

Description

Does the Wainscott route comply
with New York State Code?

Section 3301.2

“Construction equipment and materials shall be stored and placed so
as not to endanger the public, the workers or adjoining property for the
duration of the construction project.”

No

Section 3306.1

“Pedestrians shall be protected during construction, remodeling and
demolition activities as required by this chapter and Table BC3306.1.”

No

NYS Fire
Code Reference

Description

Section 503.2.1

“Fire apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not less
than 20 feet (6096 mm), exclusive of shoulders, except for approved
security gates in accordance with Section FC503.6, and an unobstructed
vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches (4115 mm).”

No

Section 503.2.3

“Fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support
the imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide
all-weather driving capabilities.”

No

Section 503.2.5

“Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in excess of 150 feet (45 720 mm)
in length shall be provided with an apparatus area for turning around fire
apparatus.”

No
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Case No. 18-T-0604

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF GARY E. BECK, JR. ON BEHALF OF
THE CITIZENS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WAINSCOTT, INC.

October 9, 2020

1

Q: Please state your name, current position, employer and business address.

2

A: My name is Gary E. Beck, Jr. I am a NYS Certified Code Enforcement Officer with Z3

3

Consultants Inc – building and fire code specialists. My business address is 778 Main Street,

4

Poughkeepsie, NY 12603.

5
6

Q: Please summarize your education and professional background.

7

A: I have been in the construction industry for 47 years, including as a NYS Certified Building

8

Code Enforcement Official for over 22 years. I was also a Deputy Sheriff for Dutchess County

9

for 12 years. I’m also a NYS Certified Building Official (#0299-7020 B) and Code Compliance

10

Technician (#720000-0804-0096), as well as a Certified Electrical Inspector (#6060950), Certified

11

Backflow Tester (#10953), NYS Licensed Home Inspector (#16000001220) and CT Licensed

12

Home Inspector (#HOI.0000999).

13
14

Q: Does your curriculum vitae, which is attached to your pre-filed testimony as Exhibit 1 (Ex.

15

____ (GEB-1)), fairly and accurately represent your experience with respect to safety consulting

16

and permitting related services?

17

A: Yes.

18
19

Q: On whose behalf are you testifying?

20

A: I am testifying on behalf of the Citizens for the Preservation of Wainscott, Inc. (“CPW”), an

21

organization devoted to preserving the natural beauty and bucolic character of Wainscott, New

22

York where the Applicant has proposed to land the transmission cable from the South Fork Wind

23

Farm.

GEB-2
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1

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony?

2

A: The purpose of my testimony is to address the safety hazards identified with the Applicant’s

3

preferred Beach Lane route.

4
5

Q: Please explain your prior testimony experience.

6

A: I have testified as a building code official and as a Deputy Sheriff on multiple occasions since

7

my career started as a Deputy Sheriff in 1996 and as a Building Code Official in 1998.

8
9

Q: What due diligence did you conduct in preparing for your testimony?

10

A: I performed a site visit on June 4, 2020 of the Applicant’s preferred landing site, Wainscott

11

Beach/Beach Lane, and CPW’s proposed alternative landing site, Atlantic Avenue. On June 4,

12

2020, I also visited the East Hampton Substation. I also reviewed portions of the Article VII

13

Application related to Beach Lane, the Applicant’s responses to information requests from CPW,

14

as well as the minimum NYS Code requirements based on my knowledge of the proposed project.

15
16

Q: When reviewing a project what do you typically look at?

17

A: Typically, when reviewing a proposed project, I will review and analyze the minimum code

18

requirements required by the Uniform Code of New York State, conduct site visits and review

19

information from the project proponent.

20
21

Q: In conducting your due diligence, did you identify any safety issues with the Applicant’s

22

preferred landing site at Beach Lane?

23

A: Yes.

GEB-3
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1

Q: Would you please describe those issues?

2

A: Beach Lane is a narrow road with a paved section of only 18-19 feet in width and a total right

3

of way (ROW) of 49.5 feet that dead ends approximately 3,700 feet south of its intersection with

4

Main Street. There is significant vegetative growth within the unpaved shoulders, along with

5

utility poles and fire hydrants. There are multiple private homes adjacent to and south of the sea-

6

to-shore transition work area proposed by the Applicant. At the location of the HDD drilling

7

operation the Applicant proposes to erect sound mitigation barrier walls on the east, west and south

8

sides of work area. The area within the 12-foot high sound mitigation barriers will measure

9

approximately 49 feet in width and 270 feet in length, as depicted in Article VII Application

10

Exhibit 5 (Figure 5.2-5, Transmission Cable Beach Landing Onshore Installation Plan Sketch).

11

Other materials and equipment to be staged within the Beach Lane ROW north of the sound

12

mitigation barrier includes a pipe trailer, control cab, cleaning system, frac tanks, office trailer,

13

crew trailer, tool trailer, and mud pallets. All told, the sea-to-shore transition work area will occupy

14

a 580 foot long stretch of Beach Lane. Figure 5.2-5 depicts an access road along the western edge

15

of the work area that would provide a lane for vehicles and pedestrians to travel past the work

16

zone. The width of the access road is approximately 10 feet. Figure 5.2-5 also indicates that a fire

17

hydrant and overhead power lines within the western road shoulder will be relocated. There has

18

been no confirmation that the water system would be capable of fire flow (which is the rate of

19

water flow, at a residual pressure of 20 psi (138 kPa, about 15m) and for a specified duration

20

necessary to control a major fire in a specific structure) or that the hydrants have been tested and

21

inspected in accordance with NFPA 291. In addition, no fire safety plan or emergency evacuation

22

plan have been prepared by the Applicant to date. The minimum width of a fire truck is 8 feet

23

with a weight of 50,000 lbs. or more, and the local fire department has a ladder truck and multiple
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1

large pieces of apparatus that would likely be used in the event of an emergency. As further

2

demonstrated by Exhibit 2 (Ex. ___ (GEB-2)) attached to my testimony, the paved section of

3

Beach Lane has significantly deteriorated asphalt that is not wide enough for multiple large

4

vehicles with substantial weight to allow a minimum required width of 20 feet and a turnaround

5

for fire apparatus, as required by the Uniform Code of New York State.

6
7

Q: What does Section 3301.2 of the NYS Building Code require?

8

A: Section 3301.2 of the NYS Building Code requires that “Construction equipment and materials

9

shall be stored and placed so as not to endanger the public, the workers or adjoining property for

10

the duration of the construction project.”

11
12

Q: Will the Applicant be able to comply with Section 3301.2 of the NYS Building Code?

13

A: No, because the proposed Beach Lane access road is only 10 feet wide which does not meet the

14

minimum requirement of 20 feet. See Exhibit 3 (Ex. ___ (GEB-3)).

15
16

Q: What does Section 3306.1 of the NYS Building Code require?

17

A: Section 3306.1 of the NYS Building Code requires that “Pedestrians shall be protected during

18

construction, remodeling and demolition activities as required by this chapter and Table

19

BC3306.1”

20
21

Q: Will the Applicant be able to comply with Section 3306.1 of the NYS Building Code?

22

A: No, because the proposed Beach Lane access road is only 10 feet wide, the Applicant cannot

23

ensure that pedestrians are protected during construction activities in the case of an emergency.
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1

And furthermore, it is my opinion that the 10-foot wide access road will halt or otherwise hinder

2

a timely emergency response to a residence or Wainscott Beach.

3
4

Q: What does Section 503.2.1 of the NYS Fire Code require?

5

A: Section 503.2.1 of the NYS Fire Code requires that “Fire apparatus access roads shall have an

6

unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet (6096 mm), exclusive of shoulders, except for approved

7

security gates in accordance with Section FC503.6, and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not

8

less than 13 feet 6 inches (4115 mm).”

9
10

Q: Will the Applicant be able to comply with Section 503.2.1 of the NYS Fire Code?

11

A: No, because the proposed Beach Lane access road is only 10 feet wide which does not meet the

12

minimum requirement of 20 feet. See Exhibit 3 (Ex. ___ (GEB-3)).

13
14

Q: What does Section 503.2.3 of the NYS Fire Code require?

15

A: Section 503.2.3 of the NYS Fire Code requires that “Fire apparatus access roads shall be

16

designed and maintained to support the imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so

17

as to provide all-weather driving capabilities.”

18
19

Q: Will the Applicant be able to comply with Section 503.2.3 of the NYS Fire Code?

20

A: No, based on my site visit, the west shoulder and deteriorated asphalt of Beach Lane will not

21

be able to support large emergency vehicles, such as a standard fire truck with an average weight

22

of 50,000 pounds or more, especially in the case of severe weather on the coast of Long Island.

23
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1

Q: What does Section 503.2.5 of the NYS Fire Code require?

2

A: Section 503.2.5 of the NYS Fire Code requires that “Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in

3

excess of 150 feet (45 720 mm) in length shall be provided with an approved area for turning

4

around fire apparatus.”

5
6

Q: Will the Applicant be able to comply with Section 503.2.5 of the NYS Fire Code?

7

A: No. Beach Lane between Main Street and the dead end at Wainscott Beach is approximately

8

3,700 feet long and will be constricted by the work zone to a 10-foot width over a stretch of

9

approximately 570 feet. And because the width of Beach Lane south of the proposed work zone

10

is only approximately 30 feet wide, including parking spaces that could potentially be occupied by

11

vehicles, it is my opinion the Applicant will not be able to provide an approved area for turning

12

around fire apparatus. Even if parking in the Beach Lane parking area were disallowed during the

13

sea-to-shore transition construction season the south end of Beach Lane is not wide enough for a

14

turnaround area.

15
16

Q: What would the Applicant have to do in order to fix those issues?

17

A: Given the limitations, it is my opinion that the Applicant will not be able to resolve these issues

18

at the Beach Lane landing site. I would recommend that the Applicant select an alternate landing

19

location that has sufficient space to accommodate construction activities while allowing access for

20

emergency response equipment, pedestrians and vehicular traffic, and adequate space for turning

21

around emergency response apparatus.

22
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1

Q: If the Applicant requested a variance from some or all of the above provisions of the NYS

2

Building and Fire code in accordance with the regulations at 19 NYCRR Part 1205 adopted in

3

accordance with section 381(1)(f) of the Executive Law, what would your opinion be as to whether

4

such a variance should be granted?

5

A: Pursuant to 19 NYCRR Part 1205, a party seeking a variance or modification must show that

6

“strict compliance with the particular provision or requirement: (1) would create an excessive and

7

unreasonable economic burden; (2) would not achieve the code's intended objective; (3) would

8

inhibit achievement of some other important public policy; (4) would be physically or legally

9

impracticable, (5) would be unnecessary in light of alternatives which ensure the achievement of

10

the code's intended objective or in light of alternatives which, without a loss in the level of safety,

11

achieve the code's intended objective more efficiently, effectively, or economically; or (6) would

12

entail a change so slight as to produce a negligible additional benefit consonant with the purposes

13

of the code.” It is my opinion that a variance or modification should not be granted for the

14

proposed Beach Lane location due to the fact there is an alternate location that will meet the intent

15

of the Uniform Code. It is my opinion that a variance or modification should not be granted for

16

any of the requirements discussed above because the proposed alternate route will not be an

17

unreasonable economic burden, the alternate route would meet the codes intended objective, there

18

are no public policy issues, the proposed alternate route is physically practicable, the proposed

19

alternate route is necessary to maintain the level of safety the code intended and the proposed

20

alternate route is consonant with the purpose of the code. The Beach Lane proposal cannot meet

21

any of these requirements for a variance.

22
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1

Q: Would you please explain the potential harm to persons or property if these issues are not

2

resolved?

3

A: As result of the issues with Beach Lane and the Applicant’s inability to comply with important

4

building and fire code requirements, in the case of an emergency at a residence along Beach Lane

5

or on Wainscott Beach with the public (i.e., beachgoers), emergency personnel and fire apparatus

6

won’t be able to reach the properties, occupants or beachgoers (i.e., they won’t be able to pass the

7

construction site), as the fire and emergency apparatus are too large. As a result, response time

8

will be significantly compromised, which could result in catastrophic harm to persons or property.

9
10

Q: Have you reviewed the Atlantic Avenue route proposed by CPW from a safety perspective, as

11

well?

12

A: Yes.

13
14

Q: Have you identified any safety issues with the Atlantic Avenue route?

15

A: No.

16
17

Q: What are the benefits, from a safety perspective, of the Atlantic Avenue route compared to the

18

Applicant’s Beach Lane route?

19

A: As demonstrated in Exhibit 4 (Ex. ___ (GEB-4)) attached to my testimony, compared to Beach

20

Lane, Atlantic Avenue is a wider and significantly shorter dead end road (approx. 1,450’ long),

21

with fewer homes directly impacted by sea-to-shore transition activities. The Atlantic Avenue

22

ROW is approximately 132 feet wide, and the paved section is approximately 25 feet wide at the

23

location of the transition vault/HDD work area proposed by CPW. Atlantic Avenue has less
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1

vegetative growth and obstructions along the edge of the road compared to Beach Lane, which

2

will minimize the need for clearing the shoulders. In fact, as demonstrated in Exhibit 5 (Ex. ____

3

(GEB-5)), it will be possible to configure the work area to provide for 20-foot wide access road

4

for by-passing the work zone. Most of the access road could be within the existing paved section

5

of Atlantic Avenue, and a narrow strip of the shoulder could be paved or otherwise stabilized to

6

expand the access road into the shoulder if necessary. There is a large municipal parking lot

7

immediately south of the work zone that is easily accessible for emergency personnel and fire

8

apparatus to turn around. The work area could be placed along the western side of Atlantic

9

Avenue, which would avoid limiting access to residential driveways. Atlantic Avenue is crossed

10

by Bluff Road approximately 780 feet (0.15 mile) north of the Atlantic Avenue transition vault

11

work area, providing an alternate route for emergency responders, and Old Montauk Highway

12

intersects Atlantic Avenue between Bluff Road and Montauk Highway, providing a second

13

alternate route for emergency responders.

14
15

Q: As a safety consultant, would you recommend the Atlantic Avenue route or the Beach Lane

16

route?

17

A: As demonstrated in my testimony, I would recommend the Atlantic Avenue landing site

18

because it is surrounded by fewer homes, has a far wider road with less vegetative growth along

19

the edge of the road for construction equipment and storage, is a much shorter dead end road than

20

Beach Lane, and there is a municipal parking lot at the work area, which is easily accessible as a

21

turnaround area for emergency apparatus. A table comparing the ability of each route (Beach Lane

22

vs. Atlantic Avenue) to comply with New York State Fire Code is included below as Table 1.

23
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1

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?

2

A: Yes.
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Table 1. Comparison of Beach Lane – Route A and Atlantic Avenue Alternative compliance with NYS Building and Fire Codes
Does the route comply with
New York State code?
Beach Lane –
Atlantic Avenue
Route A
Alternative

NYS Building
Code Reference

Description

Section 3301.2

“Construction equipment and materials shall be stored and placed so as not to
endanger the public, the workers or adjoining property for the duration of the
construction project.”

No

Yes

Section 3306.1

“Pedestrians shall be protected during construction, remodeling and demolition
activities as required by this chapter and Table BC3306.1.”

No

Yes

Does the route comply with
New York State code?
Beach Lane –
Atlantic Avenue
Route A
Alternative

NYS Fire Code
Reference

Description

Section 503.2.1

“Fire apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not less than
20 feet (6096 mm), exclusive of shoulders, except for approved security gates in
accordance with Section FC503.6, and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not
less than 13 feet 6 inches (4115 mm).”

No

Yes

Section 503.2.3

“Fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support the
imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather
driving capabilities.”

No

Yes

Section 503.2.5

“Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in excess of 150 feet (45 720 mm) in length
shall be provided with an approved area for turning around fire apparatus.”

No

Yes
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Gary E. Beck, Jr.
PO Box 363 - LaGrangeville, New York 12540 - 845-518-2142

Summary of Qualifications





Training in and familiarity with a wide range of building materials and equipment
Able to anticipate problems and needs before they become unmanageable
Experience in coordination of complex investigations
Experience in prosecution and expert testimony

Certificates/Licenses & Training





















New York State Certified Building Official #0299-7020 B
New York State Code Compliance Technician #720000-0804-0096
New York State Licensed Home Inspector #16000001220
Connecticut Licensed Home Inspector #HOI.0000999
New York State Certified Backflow Tester #10953
Certified Electrical Inspector #6060950
Certified Backflow Tester #10953
Master Electrical License #7, City of Poughkeepsie
Master Plumber License #1, City of Poughkeepsie
Oil License #1, City of Poughkeepsie
Gas License #7, City of Poughkeepsie
Licensed Real Estate Broker # 31BE1057599
Fire Behavior and Arson Awareness
Fire Alarm Systems
Residential House Wiring I & II
Grounding/Bonding of Building Electrical Systems
National Electric Code
Energy Conservation Construction Code – Residential & Commercial
Special Inspections - The 2000 IBC
New York State Department of State - Division of Code Enforcement and
Administration Yearly in-service accreditation
 OSHA 10 & 30 Hour – Construction Safety and Health
 8 Hour Basic Crane Training
 Lead Awareness

Affiliations







Mid Hudson Valley Building Officials.
National Fire Protection Association #2534615.
Dutchess County Sheriff’s Department.
International Association of Electrical Inspectors.
Dutchess County Regional Chamber of Commerce
American Backflow Prevention Association #R1561

Professional Experience
Code Enforcement Official (08/01/98 – present)
Z3 Consultants Inc. Poughkeepsie, NY
Instructor/Trainer, Safety Consultant, Commercial and Residential Plan review, Home
Inspector, Electrical inspector, Certified Backflow Testor, Multiple Residence Law,
Licensed Real Estate Broker, Violation Research, Building/Zoning and Fire Code
consultation, expert testimony.
Building Inspector II (05/01/10 – 01/31/2020)
City of Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepsie, NY
Division Head, manage a staff of 12 and 4 electrical inspection agencies. All aspects of
new and existing residential and commercial code administration including permit
review, inspections and enforcement, fire inspections, assembly inspections and operating
permits.
Building Inspector (5/01/12 – present)
Village of Red Hook, Red Hook, NY
Responsible for bringing expired permits to closure, problematic complaints into
compliance and updating the office
Deputy Sheriff (01/04/96 – 12/31/15)
Dutchess County Sheriffs Office, Poughkeepsie, NY
Tactical Deputy, communication/dispatching & rural patrol.
Deputy Building/Electrical Inspector (07/23/98 – April 30, 2010)
City of Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepsie, NY
All aspects of new and existing residential and commercial code administration including
permit review, inspections and enforcement.
Licensed Real Estate Sales Person (02/20/05 – 12/31/07)
R. Ferris Real Estate LLC, LaGrange, NY
Assist buyers and sellers in purchasing and selling a wide range of property types.
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Citizens for the Preservation of Wainscott (CPW)
Offshore Wind Transmission White Paper

I.

Introduction

Offshore Wind (OSW) generating installations require construction of transmission cables and
an onshore grid interconnection (usually at a substation) to bring renewable electricity to
customers. In the United States, each proposed OSW generation project to date has included its
own dedicated transmission cable. But industry experts and policy makers increasingly recognize
that this ad hoc approach has several drawbacks compared with a more centralized approach of
having multiple OSW installations plug into offshore substations and preexisting transmission
cables as part of a “planned,” offshore transmission system. If regions within the United States
were to shift to a planned OSW transmission network, there would be fewer cable landings and
grid interconnections, and their locations would be dictated by the needs of the electrical grid as
a whole rather than the needs of individual OSW projects. Indeed, experts increasingly caution
that states on the U.S. eastern seaboard may not be able to meet their ambitious goals to procure
OSW generation capacity—a crucial component of policies to replace fossil fuels with renewable
electricity—unless they incorporate the efficiencies of planned, offshore transmission systems.
This white paper discusses the regulatory regimes governing the siting of OSW transmission
infrastructure in New York State (NYS) and the advantages of a planned OSW transmission
network over project-specific transmission cables. It then discusses ways in which some level of
planned OSW transmission may still be incorporated into the South Fork Wind Farm (SFWF)
project in a manner that will minimize impacts, but not unduly delay the project.
II.

Siting Process For Offshore Wind Transmission Infrastructure

The process for siting long-distance electrical transmission infrastructure, such as the SFWF
transmission cable, involves an array of state, federal, and non-governmental decision makers.
A.

Federal Process
i.

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) in the Department of the Interior plays an
important role in regulating OSW transmission infrastructure. BOEM’s mandate is to manage
commercial development of U.S. outer continental shelf (OCS) energy and mineral resources in
an environmentally and economically sustainable way, including by leasing portions of the OCS
for OSW development. Under BOEM’s regulations, leases for OSW development allow issuance
of one or more noncompetitive project easements and/or rights of way through the OCS to
permit transmission cable(s) to interconnect with the onshore grid. 1 This transmission
infrastructure is one of many aspects of the OSW development that must be specified in the
developer’s Construction and Operations Plan (COP), which BOEM must approve for the
developer to begin any construction or commercial operations on the OCS or the associated
1

See 30 C.F.R. § 585.300.
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easements and rights of way. 2 The COP provides an overview of a developer’s project proposal
and is the final phase of BOEM’s permitting process. Based on the COP, BOEM analyzes an
applicant’s development plans, conducts a review under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), and coordinates with affected state and local governments. The NEPA review includes
consideration of various alternatives, including alternatives to the developer’s preferred
transmission infrastructure plan. SFWF first submitted a COP in June 2018 and most recently
revised the COP in July 2020. 3 SFWF’s COP includes a transmission infrastructure proposal for
the project. BOEM has scheduled publication of its Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) in January 2021. 4
ii.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Electrical transmission planning is governed in part by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission’s (FERC) Order 1000, which was issued in 2011. 5 As relevant here, Order 1000
“require[s] public utility transmission providers to participate in a regional transmission planning
process that evaluates transmission alternatives at the regional level that may resolve the
transmission planning region’s needs more efficiently and cost-effectively than alternatives
identified by individual [transmission developers] in their local transmission planning
processes.” 6 This analysis is to be guided by a regional transmission plan, which must “satisfy
reliability standards, reduce congestion, and allow for consideration of transmission needs driven
by public policy requirements established by state or federal laws or regulations.” 7 Finally, the
Order establishes a means by which required transmission infrastructure is to be funded, by
allocating costs in proportion to benefits obtained. 8 In other words, FERC requires that the
entities responsible for managing electrical grid performance, either regional transmission
organizations (RTOs) or independent system operators (ISOs), develop comprehensive
transmission plans in consideration of federal and state public policy objectives (such as
increasing OSW capacity) and ensure that the transmission plan’s goals are achieved efficiently
and cost-effectively.
iii.

Coordinated Federal Policies

Additionally, in 2016, the Departments of Energy and the Interior developed a national offshore
wind energy strategy, which directly addresses the onshore delivery and grid integration of OSW

2

See id. §§ 585.600; 585.620.
See South Fork Wind Farm, Construction and Operations Plan, (Jul. 22, 2020),
https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/documents/oil-gas-energy/SFWF_COP_2020-07-22.pdf.
4
See BOEM, South Fork – State Activities, (last visited Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.boem.gov/renewableenergy/state-activities/south-fork.
5
See Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities, 136
FERC P. 61051 (Jul. 21, 2011).
6
Id. at *3.
7
Id. at *1.
8
Id. at *4.
3
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electricity. 9 The Strategy emphasizes the desire to follow the European model and develop an
offshore transmission grid for collection, export, and efficient grid interconnection. 10
B.

NYS Process

In NYS, siting of major electrical transmissions facilities is governed by Article VII of the New
York Public Service Law, which requires that such projects obtain a certificate of environmental
compatibility and public need prior to construction. 11 Entities seeking to construct a transmission
cable, including an OSW export cable, must file an application with the Public Service
Commission (PSC). Applicable law was recently amended to provide that a final decision as to
issuance of a certificate must be made within one year after the application is complete,
following evidentiary proceedings before an administrative law judge. 12 Certain stakeholders
may join the hearings as intervening parties and present evidence. 13 For the Commission to
approve an electric transmission line, it must identify what portion of the line will run
underground and conclude that the line “conforms to a long-range plan for expansion of the
electric power grid of the electric systems serving [New York] and interconnected utility
systems.” 14 The PSC’s final decision is subject to exclusive judicial review in the Appellate
Division of the New York State Supreme Court, which can only reverse the PSC’s decision for
legal error, if the decision is contrary to substantial evidence in the record, or if the PSC acted in
an arbitrary and capricious manner. 15
Deepwater Wind South Fork LLC (a 50/50 joint venture between Ørsted and Eversource) filed a
complete application for the SFWF interconnection cable on March 20, 2019, and evidentiary
hearings were held from December 2-8, 2020. CPW has intervened in the Article VII proceeding
and argued that Wainscott (Beach Lane) is not the best available site and the SFWF cable
landing should be to the east of Beach Lane, at one or more locations that will result in less
onshore and offshore impact. CPW has also provided evidence related to safety, infrastructure,
and energy efficiency considerations that support an alternative approach to transmission. Based
on a recent ruling by an Administrative Law Judge, now subject to an interlocutory appeal by
CPW, the matter will be fully briefed by January 22, 2021, and will proceed immediately to a
final decision by the PSC. 16

9

U.S. Departments of Energy and Interior, National Offshore Wind Strategy 42, (Sept. 2016),
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/09/f33/National-Offshore-Wind-Strategy-report-09082016.pdf.
10
Id.
11
See N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 121.
12
See id. §§ 122 (application); 123 (hearing); 125 (procedure); 126 (Public Service Commission decision). CPW
disputed the application to the South Fork Wind Farm cable of the one-year time limit on Commission proceedings,
which is derived from an amendment to the Public Service Law that became effective on April 3, 2020, after
SFWF’s application was filed.
13
See N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 124.
14
Id. § 126(e).
15
See id. § 128(2).
16
See Ruling on Process, Application of Deepwater Wind South Fork, LLC, case 18-T-0604 (Pub. Service Comm’n
Dec. 18, 2020).
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C.

Regional Processes

OSW project proponents must also work with the Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) or
Independent System Operator (ISO) with responsibility for managing the electrical grid in the
geography to which the development will interconnect. In NYS, the grid is managed by New
York ISO (NYISO). Pursuant to FERC policies, the developer of a large generation facility must
submit an interconnection request to the RTO/ISO, and the application review process includes
studies of the proposed interconnection’s system impact and feasibility, and the required
upgrades to grid facilities, which the applicant is required to fund. 17 SFWF submitted
interconnection requests to NYISO on February 14, 2017 and February 16, 2018. 18
III.

Current Policy Debates Over Offshore Wind Transmission Infrastructure

In the United States, OSW developers are responsible for installing the transmission “export”
infrastructure to bring ashore electricity generated by offshore turbines. These project-specific
“generator tie-lines” bring power from the offshore installation to an onshore substation, which
serves as a point of interconnection with the existing grid. The current practice is to site OSW
transmission infrastructure on a project-by-project basis. OSW developers, who compete
primarily on cost to develop incremental amounts of offshore generation, propose cable landings
according to their project-specific needs and generally choose the least-cost option. 19 Costs—and
onshore impacts from infrastructure upgrades—depend on factors such as the locations of the
OSW development and the nearest centers of electrical load, environmental concerns, the
availability of suitable cable landing sites, and the capacity of the onshore grid to incorporate and
transmit the electricity. Under this approach, as OSW development continues, the costs and
impacts associated with building OSW transmission cables one-by-one is projected to increase
substantially, as the lowest cost and lowest impact cable landing points and points of
interconnection to the grid are occupied. In certain places, such as New York City, the physical
geography and grid structure limit the number of export cables that can feasibly be connected to
appropriate substations. 20
In recognition of the likely increase in OSW development and limits to the project-by-project
approach, there is increasing agreement among industry participants, regulators, and other
stakeholders that a comprehensive “planned” approach to offshore transmission is needed. Under
a “planned” approach, an open-access OSW transmission network would be constructed
independently of individual projects, and future OSW installations would be able to connect to
these export cables at offshore substations without the need to bring ashore project-specific

17

See K&L Gates, Offshore Wind Handbook 37-38 (ver. 2, Oct. 2019),
https://files.klgates.com/files/uploads/documents/2019_offshore_wind_handbook.pdf.
18
NYISO, Interconnection Queue, (last visited Jan. 4, 2021),
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/1394430/NYISO-Interconnection-Queue-11-19-20.xlsx/b5d2d932-225a10e6-5b45-075acb4fb4a9?t=1608559880214.
19
J. Pfeifenberger, et al., Offshore Wind Transmission: An Analysis of Options for New York, Brattle Group 2 (Aug.
6 2020), https://brattlefiles.blob.core.windows.net/files/19744_offshore_wind_transmission__an_analysis_of_options_for_new_york.pdf.
20
See id.
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export cables. 21 Building collective transmission infrastructure would allow planners to
minimize the overall impacts associated with construction, cable landings, and grid
interconnection by permitting fewer transmission lines with much larger capacities, with
corresponding costs savings realized by developers. A planned system could also optimize the
necessary interconnections to the onshore grid, because connecting new power sources to
existing onshore substations requires onshore grid upgrades to handle the additional electricity.
Accordingly, a planned system could result in fewer overall impacts from construction of new
onshore transmission facilities and expansion of onshore substations.
Shifting to a planned OSW transmission approach is expected to produce significant
environmental and economic benefits as OSW generation is developed over time. A planned
system would require significantly fewer marine cable-miles to be laid and fewer cable landings
on the coastline, thereby reducing the cumulative environmental impacts of OSW transmission
infrastructure on fisheries, coastal communities and the marine environment. Indeed, some areas,
like New York Harbor, can only support a limited number of cables, due to the physical
geography, substation locations, and grid structure; this makes it all the more important for any
OSW connections to be built efficiently. While a planned approach would first require
construction of new infrastructure, such as offshore substations to serve as collection points, the
costs of this required offshore infrastructure would be more than offset by savings associated
with reduced retrofitting required to integrate the new power sources into the onshore grid. 22 For
example, one study of OSW plans for New York State indicated that a planned approach could
reduce marine cable-miles by 59%, reduce cable landings by 54%, and reduce costs by 7%. 23
Cost savings will also be realized because a planned approach that separates transmission and
generation would increase competition for both components of the OSW system. Savings from
direct competition to build transmission infrastructure have been observed both in the OSW
context in the U.K., 24 and in the onshore wind context in the United States. 25 Separating OSW
transmission and generation also could increase competition among OSW generation developers
because removing the obligation to lay an export cable significantly reduces the complexity and
risks associated with OSW development. This would, in turn, increase participation and
21

B. Burke, et al., Offshore Wind Transmission White Paper, Business Network for Offshore Wind 10-11 (Oct.
2020), https://www.offshorewindus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Business-Network-OSW-Transmission-WhitePaper-Final.pdf.
22
Pfeifenberger, supra n. 19 at 11-14. A planned approach would efficiently distribute interconnections to reduce
the total amount of incremental onshore infrastructure required to assimilate the OSW power. In contrast, the ad hoc
approach would permit each OSW developer to interconnect at the lowest-cost point available at the time, leaving
later OSW projects to choose among points of interconnection that are much higher cost, because they would require
more onshore retrofitting.
23
Id. at 5.
24
A study of a U.K. licensing model for construction of project-specific OSW transmission infrastructure found that
separate bidding and construction of offshore transmission infrastructure could reduce costs by 20-30% compared to
generator-owned transmission, due to lower operating costs and lower financing costs from improved risk
allocation. See id. at 15; Cambridge Energy Policy Associates, Evaluation of OFTO Tender Round 2 and 3 Benefits,
(March 2016), https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2016/03/ofgem_tr2_tr3_
evaluation_final_report.pdf. This analysis further noted that efficiencies could have been even higher if the U.K.’s
transmission bidding system had not resulted in separate ownership for each project-specific tie-line. Id. at 48.
25
J. Pfeifenberger, et al., Cost Savings Offered by Competition in Electric Transmission (Apr. 2019),
https://brattlefiles.blob.core.windows.net/files/15987_brattle_competitive_transmission_report_final_with_data_tabl
es_04-09-2019.pdf
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competition in OSW solicitations. 26 By increasing participation and lowering costs, a planned
transmission grid would help hasten the shift to renewable electricity.
The European experience bears out these potential benefits. In the U.K., Europe’s largest wind
power producer, all transmission from North Sea OSW installations relies on generator tie-lines.
But the project-specific approach is reaching its limits, as onshore interconnections to the grid
are being pushed further inland, with concomitant increases in cost and community impacts. 27
The UK is accordingly seeking to shift OSW policy to construction of a more coordinated,
meshed offshore transmission network that can support more new OSW generating capacity. In
contrast, Germany already uses planned OSW transmission, which enables efficient transfer of
power from its very far offshore generation developments. 28 Denmark, Germany, the
Netherlands, and Norway currently have extensive planned OSW transmission networks that
have facilitated “subsidy-free” OSW power and are leading the development of a North Sea
Wind Power Hub, a cross-border “meshed” grid that would distribute wind-generated power
among eight countries. 29
There have also been several projects in the United States that have implemented planned wind
power transmission networks. New Jersey took the most significant steps toward planned OSW
transmission when the state legislature authorized the Board of Public Utilities to conduct one or
more competitive solicitations for an “open access offshore wind transmission facilities designed
to facilitate the collection of offshore wind energy from qualified offshore wind projects or its
delivery to the [state’s] electric transmission system.” 30 The Board subsequently made a formal
request, pursuant to FERC Order No. 1000, to the PJM Interconnection RTO (PJM coordinates
the movement of wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 states and the District of Columbia) to
incorporate into its planning process New Jersey’s public policy to create a planned, OSW
transmission grid through a competitive solicitation process that PJM would conduct on New
Jersey’s behalf. 31 New Jersey’s plan envisions an offshore “backbone” connecting multiple
windfarms with several offshore substation platforms operating as “collectors,” which would
interconnect with the onshore grid through a limited number of high voltage cable landings. 32
Texas has implemented a similar planned transmission system for its substantial onshore wind
power generation capacity. This staged, expandable transmission system was developed
following a period when wind developments in the rural western and panhandle areas of the state
26

See Pfeifenberger, supra n. 22 at 16.
See Reuters Events, Windy December lifts Orsted 2019 profit; UK to develop new offshore grid networks, (Feb. 5,
2020), https://www.reutersevents.com/renewables/wind-energy-update/windy-december-lifts-orsted-2019-profit-ukdevelop-new-offshore-grid-networks (“We do not consider that individual radial offshore transmission links for this
amount of offshore generation are likely to be economical, sensible or acceptable for consumers and local
communities.”).
28
B. Wehrmann, German offshore wind power—output, business and perspectives (Apr. 17, 2020),
https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/german-offshore-wind-power-output-business-and-perspectives.
29
N.Y. Power Authority, Offshore Wind: A European Perspective (Aug. 2019), https://www.nypa.gov//media/nypa/documents/document-library/news/offshore-wind.pdf; TenneT, Energy from sea to land, (Jan. 2020),
https://www.tennet.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/Our_Grid/Offshore_Germany/2020_From_Sea_to_Land_Webversion.
pdf; Wehrmann, supra n. 28; Benelux, The North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiative—Initial Findings (Nov.
16, 2012) https://www.benelux.int/files/1414/0923/4478/North_Seas_Grid_Study.pdf.
30
Renewable Energy—Wind—Offshore Facilities, 2019 NJ Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 440 § 2 (S. 3985) (Jan. 21, 2020).
31
See In the Matter of Offshore Wind Transmission, N.J. Board of Public Utilities, Docket No. QO20100630 (Nov.
18, 2020).
32
See id. at 5-7.
27
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regularly produced more power than could safely be transmitted to the urban load centers farther
east, leading to high levels of wind curtailment and even negative prices for electricity in areas of
western Texas. 33 California built a similar system, the Tehachapi Renewable Transmission
Project, to move wind power from Kern County to Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties. 34
IV.

Key Issues Associated with SFWF

As noted earlier, CPW has advanced arguments that the SFWF transmission cable should be
incorporated into a planned, multi-project transmission scheme. Indeed, this approach has been
acknowledged at a high level by Ørsted as David Hardy, the newly appointed Chief Executive of
Ørsted North America recently said, “‘[T]here’s a lot of discussion right now about shared
offshore transmission…. We are going to need a more sophisticated way to connect these
projects’ into regional grids.” 35 That said, CPW recognizes that integrating SFWF into a planned
OSW transmission grid must contend with timing: SFWF is relatively far along in its planning
and permitting process, and any comprehensive offshore transmission grid would likely not be
built for several years. However, the SFWF lease area is located adjacent to an area of the OCS
leased for another OSW development by Ørsted, known as the Sunrise Wind project. Sunrise
Wind is also slated to connect to the Suffolk County, NY electrical grid, interconnecting at a
major substation in Holbrook, NY. 36 CPW has suggested in an October 6, 2020 letter to BOEM,
that Ørsted could coordinate these two projects and build a single offshore transmission system
for export of the power generated by both systems. There are at least two approaches to consider
how transmission for these projects might be combined.
First, BOEM could consider a combined SFWF/Sunrise Wind transmission cable as a specific
alternative analyzed in its EIS for SFWF. Specifically, this analysis would allow BOEM to better
assess the “cumulative impacts” that would result to the environment and community from
continued permitting of project-specific generator tie-lines versus those that will occur with some
level of planning and consolidation of transmission infrastructure. Given that SFWF would
feature the first OSW cable landing approved in New York State, this combined alternative
would set an important precedent for the state and the OSW industry. If the EIS does not
consider the potential environmental and other benefits of combined transmission infrastructure
serving generation on adjoining OCS leases by the same developer, then there is the potential for
cumulative impacts to grow substantially in the future on Long Island and in the New York City
area.
Of note, BOEM demonstrated the importance of considering the cumulative impacts from future
OSW development in its EIS reviewing the Vineyard Wind 1 Project, which is a planned 800
MW OSW installation to the east of SFWF. BOEM’s Supplement to the DEIS for Vineyard
33

See U.S. Energy Information Administration, Fewer wind curtailments and negative power prices seen in Texas
after major grid expansion, (Jun. 24, 2014), https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=16831.
34
Southern California Edison, Tehachapi Renewable Transmission Project, https://www.sce.com/aboutus/reliability/upgrading-transmission/TRTP-4-11.
35
M. Harrington, South Fork Wind Farm Delayed Until 2023, Newsday (Oct. 28, 2020),
https://www.newsday.com/business/south-fork-wind-farm-delayed-1.50050231.
36
Other Ørsted OSW developments in the same area as SFWF and Sunrise Wind have also submitted
interconnection requests to NYISO to inject OSW power to the Long Island electrical grid. For instance, the Bay
State Wind development has also submitted an interconnection request at the Holbrook and Pilgrim substations. See
NYISO, supra n. 18,
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Wind 1 included a cumulative impacts analysis that considered development over the next ten
years of approximately 22 gigawatts of OSW generation capacity from about 2,000 turbines
operating in 17 active lease areas. 37 BOEM has already stated that its SWFW EIS “will
incorporate the expanded cumulative [effects] scenario and analysis of future offshore wind
development from the Supplement to the Draft EIS for the Vineyard Wind 1 Project,” which is
consistent with this expansive cumulative impacts approach. 38 Accordingly, the proliferation of
project-specific generator tie-lines similarly constitutes an important cumulative effect to
consider in the SFWF EIS process.
As a second approach, in addition to analyzing environmental impacts, BOEM could consider
how the geographic and temporal proximity of SFWF and Sunrise Wind presents an opportunity
to conduct a pilot project on OSW transmission planning. There are several federal agencies and
executive branch offices that might be receptive to this approach, including at the Department of
Energy, Department of the Interior, EPA, and White House domestic climate policy team. This
approach would draw on the National OSW Strategy framework published during the Obama
Administration and facilitate a consideration of the environmental benefits of transmission
planning, the cost-savings available to ratepayers, and the long-term benefits to the industry of
coordinated and strategic transmission planning. While it is possible this could potentially slow
decisions associated with the SFWF’s transmission infrastructure siting, the Sunrise project is
apparently preparing to submit a COP to BOEM and this provides an opportunity to coordinate
some of the environmental review for the two projects without significant delay because BOEM
is not likely to complete its review of SFWF until at least 2022.
Relatedly, New York State could consider adopting a policy encouraging a move toward planned
OSW transmission. For instance, the State could adopt planned OSW transmission as its official
public policy and make a formal request to NYISO under FERC Order No. 1000 that it move
toward a planned approach, both in terms of assessing current interconnection requests and by
soliciting bids for construction of offshore transmission infrastructure. The Public Service
Commission could also consider ways to encourage consolidation of OSW transmission cables
from neighboring OSW generation installations, including through streamlined approvals of
consolidated cable landing proposals. Indeed, the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority has encouraged a move toward planned OSW transmission and noted
that transmission and interconnection “projects could be scoped as network projects to serve
multiple offshore wind projects.” 39
V.

Conclusion

The incoming Biden Administration is expected to resume and intensify the emphasis on OSW
development that existed during the Obama Administration. A planned OSW grid is widely
recognized as a necessary next step that will likely be key to a strategic long-term OSW policy
37

BOEM, Vineyard Wind 1 Offshore Wind Energy Project Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
at ES-2 (June 2020), https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/documents/renewable-energy/Vineyard-Wind-1Supplement-to-EIS.pdf.
38
Id.
39
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, Offshore Wind Policy Options Paper 10 (Jan. 29,
2018), https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Publications/Research/Biomass-Solar-Wind/MasterPlan/Offshore-Wind-Policy-Options-Paper.pdf.
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that promotes more rapid development of the industry. Shifting to a planned approach would also
help states reach their ambitious OSW procurement goals.
Even for projects that are relatively far along, such as SFWF, progress can be made in addressing
the concerns about cumulative impacts by minimizing the amount of infrastructure both onshore
and offshore, through combined project transmission (e.g. Sunrise). This would have the
advantage of demonstrating the viability and benefits of an integrated and planned approach and
New York could seize the initiative by leading an effort to consolidate transmission
infrastructure from adjacent projects. In addition to reduced environmental impacts and
improved cost-efficiency, a more thoughtful and systematic approach to transmission will also
likely reduce the conflicts within communities that are associated with proposals to land
transmission cables in residential areas. Long-term, the ability to quickly permit OSW projects
and secure their clean energy benefits will be enhanced through better transmission planning.
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